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The Rules

Wolsung: steam Pulp Fantasy is a role-playing game of cin-
ematic action set in the daring times of the Magical-Industrial 
Revolution. It runs on an easy-to-learn set of rules designed espe-
cially to bring the thrilling experience of action movies and video 
games straight to your gaming table.

In this test drive you will find everything you need to create your 
own extraordinary Ladies and Gentlemen and participate in ac-
tion-packed pulp adventures in the Fantastic 19th Century. Just 
read the booklet and you can start right away. It’s fun and it’s 
free!

If you like the game, visit our website and check out the whole 
range of Wolsung products: the full rule-book, adventures, an-
tagonists, and setting books.

What do you need to start?
These rules, character sheets (you can download them from our 
website), a standard deck of playing cards (with Jokers), several 
10-sided dice (d10) and some tokens.

The rules
The rules of Wolsung: steam Pulp Fantasy are simple and simi-
lar to those of other pen-and-paper role playing games. Each char-
acter is described by a set of attributes and skills (  7), which are 
tested to see what are the results of the hero’s actions. 

Based on these foundations are two mechanisms that make play-
ing Wolsung a truly cinematic experience: Archetypes (  5) that 
allow you to use cards to influence the narrative and add new 
elements to the scene, and conflicts (  3) that resolve combat 
scenes, fast-paced chases and intense social struggles.

Let’s see how it works.

tests

When your character wants to do something challenging, you roll 
your dice pool (2d10 for starting characters), choose the die with 
the highest score and add the modifiers. If you reach the Target 
Number set by your GM, the action ends with a success.

All tests in Wolsung are skill-based; you get +3 bonus if your hero 
is unskilled, +6 for a trained skill and +9 for a specialty (  7).

If you don’t succeed, don’t panic. You can use cards and tokens to 
enhance your score, even after you rolled (  4).

re-rolls

All tests are skill-based and each skill is connected with one of the 
attributes. When you roll the dice, check the level of the appropri-
ate attribute. This could be 10+ (10 or more), 9+ (9 or more) or 8+ 
(8 or more) – this is your re-roll range for this test.

Each time you roll a number in your re-roll, count it as 10, roll the 
die again and sum up the results. Keep rolling and adding as long 
as you roll high enough. This way you can score twelve, twenty, 
thirty or even more on a single d10.

target numbers

When a character wants to do something challenging, the GM 
decides which skill is used and sets the Target Number based on 
the task’s difficulty.

task tn
standard – anyone can do it 10
Challenging – you have to know something about 
the subject

15

hard – you will probably need to play a card or 
spend a token

20

Impossible – hope for a re-roll 30
epic – if you roll 4d10 you can take your chances 50

If there is no challenge – the task is very easy or the failure brings 
no consequences – don’t roll; just do it! The rules are meant to 
serve the drama, not to slow you down.

raises

It pays to score more than the Target Number. Every 5 points 
above the Target Number give you a raise, which can add some 
extra effects – especially during conflicts.

Fumble

If you roll 1s on all of the dice you used in that roll, the test re-
sults in a catastrophic failure. You cannot use cards or tokens to 
counter the fumble.

dice pool

The players’ characters start with a pool of 2d10. Advanced charac-
ters and some opponents can roll a dice pool of 3d10 or even more. 

During conflicts you can split your dice pool to perform more 
than one action during your turn (  4) – but remember, this 
seriously deepens the risk of a fumble.
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ConFlICTs

opposed tests

If a character wants to do something and someone actively op-
poses this action, roll an opposed test. 

Opposed tests work just like standard tests, with a single difference 
– there is no TN. All parties roll their dice pools, use cards and to-
kens (if they wish to), and whoever rolled the highest number wins. 
Every five points above the opponent’s score count as a raise. 

If a character faces more than one opponent, use the highest of 
their scores to calculate if there are any raises.

tokens

At the beginning of each game session you get six tokens, repre-
senting your character’s inner strength.

You can spend a token to:

Add another die to your dice pool, even after you rolled.•	
Add +1 to the highest score, even after you rolled.•	
Draw new cards to your hand (before drawing, you can discard •	
the cards you don’t like).
Activate edges, powers or gadgets.•	

During one turn you can spend more than one token, but each 
token must be used in a different way. You can draw new cards 
and add a die to your dice poll, but you cannot add two dice or 
draw cards, discard them and then draw again.

The GM can and should award tokens for significant victories, 
good ideas, spectacular actions and all that adds fun to the game.

Unspent tokens are lost, but don’t worry; at the beginning of the 
next game session you will get another six.

The GM gets two tokens for each player.

cards

At the beginning of each game session you draw three cards from 
the deck. You keep them to yourself and can use them in two dif-
ferent ways:

You play a card to change the acting order during conflicts (•	  
3).
You can also play a card to influence the narrative and add new •	
elements to the story.

The second feature is perhaps the most important part of the rules, 
as it gives you control over your character’s fate and makes the 
story memorable.

You always change the story in favor of your character. You can 
play a card:

to add a bonus to your score, even after you rolled the dice •	
(  3, Table: card effects);
to add a bonus to your resistance during a conflict (•	  3);
to get an automatic result in a test, with no dice rolled (•	  3, 
Table: card effects);

To play the card you must describe what happens, according to 
the guidelines provided by your Archetype (  5).

Remember that you can replenish your cards by spending a to-
ken.

The GM gets one card for each player.

Table: card effects

card bonus automatic result

2 – 10 +3 10
J, Q, K +4 15

Ace +5 20
Joker* +10 30

* Joker always expands the re-roll range by one.

conFlicts
When your heroes confront a major opponent – be it in combat, 
in a chase or a discussion – you may want to use conflict rules.

All important confrontations in Wolsung run on the same easy 
and fast set of rules. They are designed to simulate the emotions, 
tactical depth and fast pace of action movie conflicts and video 
game boss fights. 

Your hero can slowly work on opponents and gradually weaken 
them or decide to finish them in one risky action!

conFlict types

There are three conflict types.

Combat – when you want to physically hurt your opponent. 

You use brawl and firearms to attack; •	
your resistance is •	 Defense (  7);
your Challenge is based on your Brawn. •	

Examples: duels, bar fights, shootouts, battles.

Chase – when you want to escape from or catch opponent. 

You use athletics, drive, stealth  and spot as your offensive •	
skills; 
your resistance is •	 endurance (  7);
your Challenge is based on your Agility. •	
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actions

Each turn, you may declare one or more actions, depending on 
your dice pool:

Attack•	  (offensive action in a combat) – test brawl or firearms 
against an opponent’s Defense. On success, take one challenge 
marker.
Argument•	  (offensive action in a discussion) – test bluff, expres-
sion, intimidation or persuasion against an opponent’s Confi-
dence. On success, take one challenge marker.
Maneuver•	  (offensive action in a discussion) – test athletics, 
drive, stealth or spot against an opponent’s Endurance. On suc-
cess, take one challenge marker.

ConFlICTs

Examples: rooftop chases, tailing someone, sneaking into a guard-
ed area, sports.

Discussion – when you want to convince your opponent to do 
something. 

You use bluff, expression, intimidation and persuasion to argue;•	
your resistance is •	 Confidence (  7);
your Challenge is based on your Composure. •	

Examples: negotiations, seduction, scientific debates, haggling.

initiative

During a conflict characters act in turns, actions are performed in 
their initiative order. 

At the start of each turn the GM draws one card for each character 
and places it face-up on the table. The character with the highest 
card acts first, then the character with second highest card, etc.

Both GM and players may decide to play a card from their hand 
and use it as their initiative card for this round. Cards used in 
this way grant no bonuses and don’t have to be backed up by any 
descriptions.

Finisher•	  – a risky offensive action, which can end the conflict 
at once (  4).
Move•	  – all non-offensive actions that change your character po-
sition, for example: changing a range in combat, taking cover, 
mounting a horse, climbing up a tree. To move, you must dis-
card 1d10 from your dice pool.
use an item•	  – using or picking up items, drawing a weapon, 
starting or stopping a device, etc. To use an item, you must dis-
card 1d10 from your dice pool.
Active resistance•	  – after a successful offensive action against 
your character, you may try active resistance. Roll an appropri-
ate offensive skill and if you beat the attacker’s score, you don’t 
lose any challenge markers.
help a friend•	  – discard 1d10 from your dice pool and play a 
card to boost some other character’s roll. You must describe what 
happens according to your archetype and the card’s suit. You 
may help each character only once per turn.

Each die rolled or discarded lowers your dice pool for this turn. 
Example: with a dice pool of 2d10 you can move (discarding 1d10) 
and then roll 1d10 for an attack. You used all your dice and this 
turn you cannot use items, help friends or try active resistance – 
unless you spend a token to gain one additional die.

challenge

All characters in a conflict have their Challenge rating, indicating 
how hard they are to defeat. We suggest using markers to keep 
track of the characters’ Challenge (use tokens, coins or just mark 
ticks on a sheet of paper).

Your Challenge is equal to the appropriate attribute level +2. For 
combat use Brawn, for chases use Agility, and for discussions use 
Composure. Example: in a combat a hero with level 2 Brawn (9+) 
has four Challenge markers.

Each successful offensive action makes the target lose one Chal-
lenge marker.

If you have no Challenge markers left and are hit once more, you 
lose the conflict.

You get new Challenge markers at the beginning of each conflict.

Finisher

Instead of slowly weakening the opponent, you can try to win in 
one spectacular but risky action called a finisher.

You must declare a finisher before you roll the dice. Then you roll 
against the opponent’s resistance + 5 for each remaining Chal-
lenge marker. 

Example: in a discussion your opponent has Confidence 14 and 
three Challenge markers left; to finish him you must roll at least 
29 = 14 + (5 x 3).

If you succeed, you eliminate the opponent. If you took the risk 
and failed, you lose one Challenge marker. If you have no Chal-
lenge markers left and fail a finisher, you lose the conflict.

stakes

When a conflict begins, the GM and players discuss what they 
want to gain in this conflict and what they are ready to risk. The 
stake must be known before the conflict begins.
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ChARACTeR...

Sample stakes:

Trail the suspect to the villain’s base or get beaten and lose 1 •	
Con (chase).
Save the damsel in distress from bandits or let her get kidnapped •	
(combat).
Prove that the Duchess is a spy or get ridiculed and lose 1 Rep •	
(discussion).
Seduce the villain or let him seduce your friend (discussion).•	
Wrestle the golden statuette from the thief or let him escape •	
with it (combat).
Escape the bandits and call the police, or be robbed and locked •	
in a cellar (chase).

In addition, every character that lost a conflict, temporarily loses 
one level of the appropriate attribute (Brawn for combat, Agility 
for chases and Composure for discussions). If you test an attribute 
that dropped to 0 you cannot re-roll. The attribute regenerates at 
the beginning of the next game session.

extras

Sometimes your hero will face groups of extras, who pose no seri-
ous threat and serve only to slow you down for a moment. Each 
extra has a dice pool of 1d10 and uses these rules:

the whole group of extras gets the same initiative card and acts •	
at the same moment;
extras cannot fumble;•	
to eliminate an extra, you don’t have to declare a finisher; it’s •	
enough to score a successful hit;
the whole group has one challenge – one marker for each extra;•	
each raise on the attack roll takes out another extra.•	

character creation
Now that we know how the basic rules work, it’s time to focus on 
the players’ characters. 

Let’s have a look at eight easy steps to create your own extraordi-
nary Lady or Gentleman.

concept

Start with a clear concept. From our experience, the easiest way to 
create a truly unique hero is to start with a movie, video game or 
comic book character and add some twist.

Here are some ideas, that started some of our most favorite char-
acters:

An elven Lara Croft armed with her famous double steam re-•	
volvers.
A paranormal investigator, an ogre with a golemic arm (inspired •	
by Mike Mignola’s Hellboy).
An action heroine inspired by Marry Poppins – with a steam jet •	
pack and a shooting umbrella.
The shortest and the greatest of all detectives – a gnome inspired •	
by Agatha Christie’s Hercules Poirot.
A heavily-armed dwarf, a steam-pulp Man in Black, hunting de-•	
mons and the undead. 
The Godmother – a young and ambitious halfling witch leading •	
a small family business.

The concept should be as clear and simple as possible – it is just a 
beginning.

archetype

Decide what challenges you like and share that knowledge with 
your GM by choosing an Archetype. 

This is the most fundamental choice in the character creation pro-
cess. It defines how your heroes cope with the unexpected and 
how they overcome the challenges they face.

There are four Archetypes:

Daredevil•	  – a hero who is always in action, never stops, fears 
nothing, likes to improvise and is the first to get into trouble. 
Think of Nathan Hunt, Arsene Lupin and “Ocean’s Eleven.” If 
you choose this Archetype, be sure – your hero will never be 
helpless.
explorer•	  – a hero who goes where no man has gone before, 
always keen to test new ideas, explore the unknown and face 
newly-found dangers. Think of Allan Quatermain, Lara Croft 
and Jules Verne’s mad scientists. If you choose this Archetype, be 
sure – your hero will always be the most experienced one.
Investigator•	  – a hero of great curiosity and a brilliant mind, 
who always asks the right question and finds the right answer. 
Think of Sherlock Holmes, Dana Scully, and H. P. Lovecraft’s 
investigators. If you choose this Archetype, be sure – your hero 
will always find the right clue.
socialite – •	 a hero of manners, connections and great charisma, 
charming and well-spoken. Think of James Bond, or Miss Mar-
ple. If you choose this Archetype, be sure – your hero will know 
everyone.

Your Archetype allows you to play cards to add new elements to 
the story (  5). To play a card you must describe what happens, 
basing on your Archetype and the card’s suit. 

Each suit of cards has its own meaning for each of the Archetypes:

Daredevil
♠ spades: distraction; objects and circumstances that help to dis-
tract your opponents, set an ambush, etc.

♥ hearts: cover; objects and circumstances that help to hide some-
thing or to remain hidden.

♦ diamonds: tools; means to pass a physical barrier, disarm a trap, 
pick a lock, etc.

♣ clubs: transportation; objects and circumstances that allow you 
to move around the scene, vehicles, slides, alternative routes, etc.

explorer
♠ spades: experience; circumstances that favor the more experi-
enced hero, knowledge about monsters’ weaknesses and foreign 
customs.

♥ hearts: survival; objects and circumstances that help to survive 
in an unfriendly environment, and to avoid physical harm or sick-
ness.

♦ diamonds: trophies; objects and achievements that help win-
ning recognition – souvenirs, inventions, etc.

♣ clubs: orientation; objects and items that prevent you from get-
ting lost, help to reach your destination, find lost objects, etc.
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Investigator
♠ spades: suspects; clues about someone’s occupation, nationality, 
background, whereabouts, character, past endeavors, motives and  
plans.

♥ hearts: recognition; clues and circumstances that help to win 
the public attention, make a successful speech, face a danger with-
out fear or in some other way use the hero’s esteem.

♦ diamonds: objects; clues about inanimate objects and items, 
their history, unique features, circumstances that allow you to 
find hidden objects, etc.

♣ clubs: circumstances; clues that allow you to deduct what hap-
pened on the scene, re-create the crime, get answers to questions: 
Where? When? How?

socialite
♠ spades: machinations; hearing and spreading gossip, tricking 
opponents into social blunders, contacts in the press, etc.

♥ hearts: emotions; helpful kith and kin, weddings and funerals 
and other events of a social nature, a sudden surge of emotions or 
repressed feelings, etc.

♦ diamonds: formalities; means and circumstances to avoid the 
red tape, helpful officers and policemen, useful business connec-
tions, etc.

♣ clubs: entertainment; friends among the bohemians, connec-
tions and circumstances that help to enter public events, all that 
helps during public performances, etc. 

race

You can choose from eight classic fantasy races. Each of them is 
based on a well-known stereotype and then refreshed to fit into 
the steam-pulp world of Wolsung.

When you choose a race, you get one special trait and one weak-
ness. 

Dwarves – a subterranean race of engineers and bankers. •	
Trait: dwarves can see clearly in a total darkness. Modifiers for 
insufficient lighting do not concern you. In darkness, in con-
flicts with, and opposed tests against non-dwarves you get +5 to 
stealth and spot rolls.  
Weakness: dwarves’ eyes and skin are vulnerable to sunlight. In 
bright light, if you want to add a die to your pool, enhance your 
score or draw new cards, you must spend two tokens instead of 
one.

elves•	  – a sophisticated race of aristocrats and artists. 
Trait: elves can see into other people’s dreams. After spending 
an hour listening to a sleeper’s breathing, your hero knows that 
person’s greatest dream or fear. 
Weakness: elves are vulnerable to iron; all attacks made with 
iron weapons can be declared as finishers after the dice are rolled 
(  4).

Gnomes•	  – a mysterious and clandestine race of golem-builders. 
Trait: once per session your hero can turn any humanoid figure 
(a statue, a mannequin, etc.) into a golem. The golem works as a 
companion until the end of the scene and has the following cha-
racteristics: dice pool 1d10, combat 6/10+, athletics 6/10+; de-
fense 14, endurance 14; Challenge 2; traits: small (stealth 9/9+) 
or tough (defense +5) or strong (combat 9/9+).
Weakness: nobody trusts gnomes. When your Reputation is at 
stake and you want to add a die to your pool, enhance your score 
or draw new cards, you must spend two tokens instead of one.

halflings•	  – once peaceful farmers, now confused factory work-
ers.
Trait: you need a halfling to catch a halfling. During conflicts, 
when your hero runs from or hides from a non-halfling, you can 
declare a finisher after the dice are rolled (  4). 
Weakness: when a halfling combats someone who is at least two 
times bigger than the hero, the opponent can declare finishers 
after the dice are rolled (  4).

humans•	  – a race of travelers and vagabonds.
Trait: humans can fit anywhere. Once per game session your 
hero can gain trust from any chosen social group, be it a band of 
outlaws, a savage tribe, or a posh club. 
Weakness: humans are incurably curious. In discussions, all at-
tempts to lure a hero into some new adventure can be declared 
as finishers after the dice are rolled (  4).

ogres•	  – a cursed race of apelike giants. Only male ogres exist.
Trait: most of the ogres are servants and workers. Once per ses-
sion your hero can sneak into any place that a servant can enter. 
Nobody will pay any attention to him, as long as he acts like a 
servant.
Weakness: when your hero opposes someone of higher social 
standing and you want to add a die to your pool, enhance your 
score or draw new cards, you must spend two tokens instead of 
one.
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orks•	  – strangers from distant lands communicating with spir-
its. 
Trait: once per game session your hero can look into a dead 
man’s eyes and see the last moments of his life, or gaze into a 
mirror (or other reflecting surface) and see the most emotio-
nally intense event that reflected in that surface during the last 
24 hours.
Weakness: when knowledge of the local etiquette and customs 
is important and you want to add a die to your pool, enhance 
your score or draw new cards, you must spend two tokens in-
stead of one.

Trolls•	  – a furious race of doomed heroes. 
Trait: once per game session your hero becomes fireproof for an 
entire scene. No normal fire can harm them and they can sustain 
extremely high temperatures.
Weakness: an opponent that got two raises on an offensive ac-
tion against your hero, can spend a token to send your character 
in a rage. For the rest of the scene, you can declare only offensive 
actions, and after the conflict is resolved, you lose 1 Con (com-
bat or chases) or 1 Rep (discussions).

In the full version of the rules you will find additional racial 
traits. 

attributes

Attributes measure your hero’s potential in different ideas. The 
higher an attribute, the bigger the chance to get an unexpectedly 
high result on your dice roll.

Each attribute has three levels:

normal1.  – when you test skills connected to this attribute, your 
re-roll range is 10+, which means you re-roll all 10s (  2).
high2.  – when you test skills connected to this attribute, your 
re-roll range is 9+, which means you re-roll all 9s and 10s 
(  2).
outstanding3.  – when you test skills connected to this attribute, 
your re-roll range is 8+, which means you re-roll all 8s, 9s and 
10s (  2).

There are six attributes:

Brawn (Br)•	  – your hero’s strength and composition. Linked 
with physical combat, athletics, health and resistance to envi-
ronmental hazards.
Agility (Ag)•	  – your hero’s dexterity and hand-eye coordination. 
Linked with stealth, shooting, throwing objects, picking locks, 
and other manual skills.
Wits (Wt)•	  – your hero’s reflex and intuition. Linked with spot-
ting things, analyzing facts, inventiveness and recollecting past 
events. 
Composure (Com)•	  – your hero’s courage and confidence. 
Linked with controlling emotions, resisting fear, threats, and 
coercion.
Charisma (Ch)•	  – your hero’s social prowess. Linked with public 
performances, persuasion, influencing others, and art.

You start with all attributes on a normal level and can distribute 
three additional levels among any chosen attributes and in any 
combination.

secondary attributes

There are six additional characteristics based on your attributes: 
Constitution, Reputation, three resistances and Fame.

Constitution – the highest of your Brawn and Agility levels. Ex-
ample: Level 1 Brawn (10+) and level 3 Agility (8+) make a Con-
stitution of 3. Constitution indicates how many violent accidents 
your character can endure.

Each time your hero falls from a significant height, triggers a 
trap, is endangered by fire or avalanche, gets lost in a wilderness 
or may suffer from any other environmental hazard, test athlet-
ics of survival. If you fail, you lose one Constitution. When 
your Constitution drops to 0 your character is badly hurt and 
can only crawl and whisper. You automatically fail all Brawn 
and Agility tests. You start each game session with full Consti-
tution.

Reputation – the highest of your Charisma and Composure lev-
els. Example: Level 2 Charisma (9+) and level 2 Composure (9+) 
make a Reputation of 2. Reputation indicates how many scandals 
your character can stand.

Each time your hero does or says something really inappropriate 
or just rude, test expression of persuasion. If you fail, you lose one 
Reputation. When your Reputation drops to 0 your character is 
shunned by all GM characters. You automatically fail all Cha-
risma and Composure tests. You start each game session with full 
Reputation.

Defense = 10 + 2 x basic Constitution (Con 1 = Defense 12, Con 
2 = Defense 14, and Con 3 = Defense 16). This is your resistance 
for combat. Any opponent trying to hit you during combat must 
roll against the TN equal to your Defense.

endurance = 10 + 2 x basic Constitution (Con 1 = Endurance 12, 
Con 2 = Endurance 14, and Con 3 = Endurance 16). This is your 
resistance for chases. Any opponent trying to beat you during a 
chase must roll against the TN equal to your Endurance.

Confidence = 10 + 2 x basic Reputation (Rep 1 = Confidence 
12, Rep 2 = Confidence 14, and Rep 3 = Confidence 16). This is 
your resistance for discussions. Any opponent trying to convince 
you during a discussion must roll against the TN equal to your 
Confidence.

Fame – shows how much esteem your character gained, and de-
termines your dice pool. You start as a well-known character with 
a dice pool of 2d10. As you accomplish more and more heroic ef-
forts, your Fame goes up.

skills

Skills represent all that your character learned. The higher a skill, 
the bigger the chance to pass a test with a standard difficulty.

Skills can have three levels of mastery:

unskilled•	  – your hero knows only basics about the subject. Your 
test modifier is +3.
skilled•	  – your hero has a wide experience in the area. Your test 
modifier is +6.
specialty•	  – your hero is an expert in a narrow field within the 
skill area. When the test is relevant to your specialty your test 
modifier is +9.
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There are nineteen skills, each linked to an attribute:

academics•	  (Wt): theoretical knowledge about the world, his-
tory, etc.; 
sample specialties: history, geography, theory of magic, theolo-
gy, mathematics.

athletics (Br)•	 : physical activities, sports, actions demanding 
good coordination;
sample specialties: swimming, climbing, throwing, horse ri-
ding, jumping.

bluff (Ch)•	 : deceiving, hiding emotions, lying;
sample specialties: white lies, compliments, pretending to be 
an expert, false identities.

brawl (Br)•	 : combat, both unarmed and using hand weapons;
sample specialties: wrestling, boxing, fencing, disarm, fighting 
in darkness.

courage (Com)•	 : staying calm in dangerous situations;
sample specialties: ghouls, dangerous places, heights, when la-
dies are watching.

drive (Ag)•	 : driving all kinds of vehicles;
sample specialties: fast steam-mobiles, wyverns, steam boats, 
airships, speeding. 

empathy (Wt)•	 : noticing and understanding others’ emotions, 
motives and feelings;
sample specialties: detecting lies, body language, negotiations, 
sensing fear.

expression (Ch)•	 : communicating and influencing emotions, 
public performances;
sample specialties: painting, public speeches, seducing, provo-
cations.

firearms (Ag)•	 : handling firearms and other ranged weapons;
sample specialties: shootouts, formal duels, bows, horseback 
shooting, revolvers.

intimidation (Ch)•	 : inducing fear and forcing others to do what 
you want;
sample specialties: interrogations, threatening with weapons, 
subtle threats, staring.

larceny (Ag)•	 : all kinds of illegal actions;
sample specialties: forgery, burglary, pick-pocketing, escapolo-
gy, lock-picking. 

occult (Wt)•	 : the secret knowledge and the practice of traditional 
magic;
sample specialties: artifacts, demons, magical places, astral en-
tities, sensing magic.

persuasion (Ch)•	 : influencing opinions and actions by means 
of reasoning;
sample specialties: academic disputes, formalities, discussing 
money, negotiations.

research (Wt)•	 : finding and analyzing clues and facts, and draw-
ing proper conclusions;
sample specialties: crime scenes, libraries, autopsies, grapholo-
gy, ancient civilizations.

spot (Wt)•	 : keen senses and the speed of reactions;
sample specialties: ambushes, listening, spotting strangers, se-
cret handshakes.

stealth (Ag)•	 : staying unnoticed;
sample specialties: trailing, darkness, woods, eavesdropping, 
motionless, crowds.

streetwise (Wt)•	 : orientation in an urban environment and not-
entirely-legal contacts;
sample specialties: black market, shortcuts, obscure pubs, 
gangs, public transportation.

survival (Wt)•	 : orientation and survival in the wild;
sample specialties: hunting, trailing, wild animals, navigation, 
finding food, mountains.

technics (Wt)•	 : designing, building, using and repairing ma-
chines and automatons;
sample specialties: steam-mobiles, difference engines, program-
ming golems, firearms.

You start with all skills on an unskilled level; mark five skills as 
skilled, and choose three specialties. You may specialize in both 
skilled and unskilled skills. 

gadgets

No hero is complete without some distinctive and unique items. 
Captain Nemo has his Nautilus and electric weapons, Batman has 
his bat costume, Lara Croft always wields two guns, and Sherlock 
Holmes is always portrayed in a characteristic cape, with a pipe 
and magnifying glass. Great gadgets help to make a great char-
acter.

In Wolsung, gadgets are unique and distinctive items that are 
part of your hero’s legend. They are also the only items that give 
you bonuses to dice rolls.

Each gadget is unique, be it a techno-magical device, a magical 
artifact, a legendary weapon or “just” a beautiful item hand-made 
by a famous craftsman.
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Gadgets can grant certain traits and bonuses:

+3 bonus (all tests of a chosen skill or under chosen circum-•	
stances);
spend a token to get a +5 bonus (tests of a chosen skill or under •	
chosen circumstances);
resistance +2 (Defense, Confidence or Endurance);•	
undeclared finisher (once per session);•	
area attack (all targets in a given range);•	
expands re-roll range of a given attribute by one (once per ses-•	
sion or for a token);
raise gives an extra effect (see examples).•	

You start with one gadget with two traits from the list above. The 
gadget can be anything you want – the more amazing and unique, 
the better.

You can buy new gadgets or add new traits by spending experience 
points (  12).

Sample gadgets:

Whip

Perfect for jumping over bottomless pits and disarming villains. 
Every archeologist should have one.
Variants: spring-boots, Externally Powered Sport Costume by Dr 
Springfield (patent pending).
Traits: jumping +3, token: disarming +5.

Walking cane With a hidden blade

Discreet and classy, you can take it everywhere.
Variants: bowler hat with a sharpened steel rim, fan with hidden 
razors, umbrella with a spring-blade.
Traits: brawl +3, once per session: undeclared finisher.

golden gun

Sometimes kind words are not enough.
Variants: steam shotgun, clockwork crossbow, six-barreled revo-
lver.
Traits: firearms +3, token: persuasion +5.

sporting bicycle

Experimental bicycle perfect for a young Lady or Gentleman.
Variants: techo-magical trousers, Dr Pogoriev’s Revitalizing Tonic 
as Advertised in the Daily Press, faithful police dog.
Traits: athletics +3, endurance +2.

crystal monocle

When you need to notice what others missed.
Variants: techno-magical lie detector, magical ring for summoning 
spirits, aether googles.
Traits: empathy +3, research +3.

evening dress

Made especially for you by the best designers.
Variants: enchanted perfume, brooch with a succubus trapped in-
side, Lady Poutrix’s Pheromone Dispenser.
Traits: expression +3, token: +5 when avoiding scandals.

dumbbells

Exercise with them regularly for a maximum effect.
Variants: can of Prof. Popeye Spinach, artificial steam arm, dragon 
tattoo.
Traits: once per session: extends Brawn re-roll range by one, raise: 
opponent loses 1 additional challenge marker.

Field notes

Years of experience written in one, battered notebook.
Variants: “Young Explorer” subscription, an extensive collection of 
penny dreadful novels.
Traits: token: survival +5, token: streetwise +5.

medal oF excellence

Awarded by a Queen Titania Herself.
Variants: big huge mustache, the newest Aquitainian top hat, a 
group of flatterers.
Traits: Confidence +2, token: in social situations +5 to opposed 
tests.

strengthened corset

Stay elegant, stay safe! A wide range of products for both Ladies 
and Gentlemen.
Variants: formal uniform, Prof. Schrecklich’s Incredible Steam Ar-
mor, a bulletproof umbrella.
Traits: Defense +2, courage +3.

Gadgets are integral parts of your character. Even if lost, they 
come back at the beginning of the next game session (assume they 
were reclaimed or a substitute was found). On the other hand, if 
you win a gadget from your enemy, you can use it only during the 
same game session. To make it your own, you must spend some 
experience points (  12).

equipment

Real Ladies and Gentlemen do not discuss money, because they 
do not have to.

Every item that is not a gadget is considered equipment. Your hero 
can afford any equipment he needs. If you need a steam car, you 
either ask your chauffeur to heat the engine or call a taxi. When 
you are in the middle of a shootout, you don’t have to count bul-
lets. They are in your equipment. 

Remember that equipment gives no bonuses. If you need to chase 
a villain, you can use a taxi and test your drive, adding only your 
skill bonus; if you want to enjoy an additional +3 bonus, you need 
your a gadget (e.g., a sporting steam-mobile).

If it seems that you have no access to any particular equipment 
(e.g., a steam-powered golem bursts through a wall, just when 
you’re having a bath), you can spend a token to immediately “find” 
the necessary item (for example a standard revolver that gives no 
bonuses, but allows you to use firearms skill).

Remember, Wolsung is a game about spectacular adventures, not 
about bookkeeping. 
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edges

All these extra tricks and unique characteristics that your charac-
ters acquired during their careers are called edges. You buy them 
with experience points. Sometimes they have requirements (in pa-
rentheses) your hero must fulfill before you can buy that edge.

When creating a new character you get 20 XP to spend on edges.

Here is the basic list of edges, you can choose from:

Acrobat•	  (skilled athletics): +5 to jumping, climbing, balancing, 
avoiding traps and environmental hazards; cost: 10 XP.
Aggressive Discussion [skill] •	 (skilled expression, persuasion or 
intimidation): after a successful argument based on the chosen 
skill, you can use any dice left in your dice pool for this turn to 
make another argument with a +5 bonus; cost: 10 XP per skill.
Ambidextrous•	 : when you split your dice pool during combat, 
ignore the first fumble on the 1d10 dice pool; cost: 15 XP.
Bloodhound•	 : when chasing or trailing someone, spend a token 
to gain a +5 bonus; cost: 5 XP.
Companion•	 : you get an extra character (extra: 1d10; distribute 
resistances: 10, 10, 12; distribute among attack, maneuver and 
argument: 9/9+, 6/10+, 3/10+)
Disarm [skill]•	  (skilled brawl or firearms): when you get a raise 
on an attack roll based on the chosen skill, you can disarm your 
opponent; cost: 10 XP per skill.
Dodge•	  (skilled athletics): +5 to active defense against ranged 
attacks; cost: 5 XP.
Fast Draw•	 : you can draw a weapon in an instant; it costs you no 
action; cost: 5 XP.
Fast Recon•	 : once per game session you can take your initiative 
card from the table to your hand and play a card from your hand 
instead; cost: 10 XP.
Firm eye, steady hand•	  (Agility 9+): ignore combat modifiers 
for unfavorable conditions and uneven ground; cost: 5 XP.
First Aid•	  (specialty in academics – medicine): use all your ac-
tions and spend a token to regenerate one challenge marker to 
any one character; cost: 20 XP.
Gadget•	 : you gain a new gadget or add a new trait to existing 
one; cost: 5 XP per trait.
hard as nails•	  (Brawn 9+): anyone trying to finish your hero 
during combat gets +5 to the finisher TN; cost: 20 XP.
lightning Reflexes [conflict type]•	 : spend a token to move first 
in this turn, regardless of the initiative cards; cost: 20 XP per 
conflict type.
Magickal Power•	  (magical training): you learn a new power; 
cost: 15 XP.
Magickal Training•	  (skilled occult, expression, or technics): you 
can cast magic and gain one free power; cost: 20 XP.
nerves of steel•	  (Composure 9+): anyone trying to finish your 
hero during a social conflict gets +5 to the finisher TN; cost: 
20 XP.
no Remorse•	  (Composure 9+): spend a token to make a brawl 
or ranged attack during a chase with no adverse modifiers; cost: 
10 XP.
outrageous liar•	  (skilled bluff): spend a token to gain +5 on 
any bluff roll; cost: 5 XP.
Parade•	  (skilled brawl): +5 to active defense against brawl at-
tacks; cost: 5 XP.
Powerful Blow•	  (Brawn 9+): spend a token and make a brawl 
attack; for each raise you take an additional challenge marker; 
cost: 15 XP. 

secret Blow [skill]•	  (skilled [attack skill]): spend a token to de-
clare a finisher (based on the chosen skill) even after the dice are 
rolled; cost: 20 XP per skill.
shadow•	 : when hiding or escaping, spend a token to gain a +5 
bonus; cost: 5 XP.
strong Critique•	  (skilled persuasion and intimidation): spend 
a token and make an argument; for each raise you take an ad-
ditional challenge marker; cost: 15 XP.
sudden Acceleration•	  (skilled drive or athletics): during chases 
spend a token and make a move action; for each raise you take 
an additional challenge marker; cost: 15 XP.
ultimate Argument•	  (skilled persuasion): in discussion get a 
raise on a persuasion argument to prevent your opponent from 
using one of his social skills for the next round; cost: 10 XP.
unpredictable•	  (skilled drive or athletics): during chases get a 
raise on a move action to lower your opponent’s next dice pool 
by 1d10; cost: 10 XP.
Valiant•	 : each time you lose a challenge marker during a combat, 
you get +5 to all attack tests during your next turn; cost: 15 
XP.
Veiled Threat•	  (skilled intimidation): get a raise on an intimida-
tion argument to make your opponent discard one card (chosen 
by the opponent); cost: 10 XP. 
Weak spot•	  (skilled empathy): test empathy against an oppo-
nent’s Confidence and get a raise to add +5 to any one attack 
made by any character against that opponent; cost: 10 XP.
Well-aimed Retort•	  (skilled empathy): immediately after an un-
successful argument against your hero, use any dice left in your 
dice pool for this turn to make an argument with +5 bonus; 
cost: 10 XP.

Check the full rule-book for even more edges.

achievements

Remember your character is a hero and the world knows it. Think 
of the one situation that made your character famous. Describe 
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what you did and in what circumstances (e.g., I fought a mad 
scientist, I investigated a murder crime, I escaped from a prison, 
I seduced a famous actor, I hunted a giant lion). This will be your 
first Achievement.

Once per game session, when you try to perform the same action 
in similar circumstances (e.g., you fight another mad scientist or 
flirt with a famous actor), you can add an extra +5 bonus to your 
roll.

magic

To use magic, your character must have the Magickal Training 
edge.

Steam-pulp heroes of Wolsung can choose from five schools of 
magic, based on different skills, using different trappings and of-
fering unique styles. 

Wild Talents•	  – superheroes of the steam-pulp world, born with 
instinctive control over one or more magical talents. Their magic 
skill is expression. 
special rules: Wild Talents use magic at will, without any spe-
cial gestures or equipment. On any fumble they lose control 
over their powers for a short moment (the GM is free to declare 
what happens).

spiritists•	  – masters of intrigue and politics, dealing with de-
mons and other astral entities. Their magic skill is occult.
special rules: To perform magic, Spiritists need to draw a magic 
figure and write the spirit names – a notebook and a pencil is the 
bare minimum. On a fumble on a magic roll they are attacked 
by a hostile spirit.

Ritualists•	  – practitioners of traditional ways of magic, last rem-
nants of a world long gone. Their magic skill is occult.
special rules: To perform magic they must use all kinds of ela-
borate gestures and rare ingredients. They may spend 1 Con or 
1 Rep to add 1d10 to any magic roll.

Technomancers•	  – mages of steam and iron, skilled in the New 
Magick, the cutting edge of magickal sciences. Their magic skill 
is technics.
special rules: Their magic is enclosed in various technomagical 
mechanisms. Other characters can use the devices, but each po-
wer can be enclosed in only one device at a time. On a fumble 
on the magic roll the device explodes and the user loses 1 Con.

True Artists•	  – eccentric and slightly insane mages driven by 
muses and absinthe. Their magic skill is expression.
special rules: Artists can use magic only when performing or 
when under the influence of some mind-altering substances. 
On a fumble on the magic roll they suffer from vicious hallu-
cinations and lose a token or all cards from the hand (player’s 
choice).

Bear in mind that the rules of magic are designed to make your 
hero mysterious and unique, not super-powerful. In this game you 
don’t need magic to be a powerful and unstoppable hero.

using magic

Magic is a powerful craft and its tools are called powers. Your 
mage has one starting power and can learn new by acquiring the 
Magickal Power edge.

Each power can be used in three ways:

Active effect•	 : when a power is charged it works just like equip-
ment. It allows you to declare actions (e.g., I shoot him with my 

Missile power) and test your basic skills, just like any other tool. 
This use gives no bonuses, but definitely looks cool.
Card use•	 : you can play a card to boost your score, and describe 
the effects based on your power rather than on your archetype. 
This becomes especially handy when the situation just doesn’t fit 
your usual area of expertise. You can also play two cards to boost 
one roll (one card from your archetype, the other from your 
power) – this use immediately discharges the power.
Boost•	 : each power offers some special boost that you can acti-
vate any time you want. An activated boost lasts for the whole 
scene. After the scene ends, the power discharges.

You can use only charged powers. When a power discharges, you 
cannot use it. You have to recharge the power to benefit from any 
effects it offers.

At the beginning of a game session, all your powers are charged.

recharging

You can recharge your power in two ways:

by spending a token;•	
by performing a special action.•	

Each school of magic recharges its powers in a different way:

Wild Talents•	 : your hero must spend a scene exposed to one of 
the elements (chosen when you acquire your Magickal Training 
edge).
spiritists•	 : your hero must spend a scene meditating on a cem-
etery or other haunted location.
Ritualists•	 : your hero must perform a short rite in a place of 
magical importance (ancient stone circle, crossroads at mid-
night, etc).
Technomancers•	 : your hero must plug into an industrial mag-
ickal generator (to be found in factories, laboratories and work-
shops).
True Artists•	 : your hero must generate or feel strong emotions 
(e.g., cause a scandal or witness something truly gruesome or 
sublime).

poWers

This is the list of sample magical powers:

aWe

You can see and influence other people’s emotions and attitude.
Variants: only True Artists can use this power.
Active effect: you can start a conversation even with your enemies 
(use expression).
Card use: seduction, making friends, persuasion.
Boost: turns an extra into a companion.

blur

You are really hard to spot.
Variants: Wild Talents – chameleon skin; Spiritists – cloak of sha-
dows; Ritualists – invisibility cape; Technomancers – experimental 
stealth suit; True Artists – illusions.
Active effect: nobody notices you unless you draw some attention 
(use stealth).
Card use: hiding, larceny, eavesdropping, active resistance in chases.
Boost: stealth +3.
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control machines

You can influence technology.
Variants: only Technomancers can use this power.
Active effect: turning on and off machines in line of sight; can be 
used as an offensive action during chases (use technics).
Card use: controlling machines in line of sight.
Boost: technics +3 and drive +3.

control spirits

You can invoke and control astral entities.
Variants: only Spiritists can use this power.
Active effect: seeing and communicating with spirits (use occult).
Card use: conflicts with ghosts, spirits, demons and other astral 
beings.
Boost: a spirit companion appears and helps the mage.

human spider

You can climb any surface.
Variants: Wild Talents – sticky fingers; Spiritists – ghastly hands 
reaching from walls; Ritualists – enchanted boots; Technomancers 
– gravity modulator; True Artists – “it’s just a matter of perspec-
tive.”
Active effect: climbing (use athletics).
Card use: running on walls and ceilings.
Boost: during chases, a raise on offensive actions takes an additio-
nal Challenge marker.

Flight

You can fly for short distances.
Variants: Wild Talents – they just can fly; Spiritists – a swarm of 
imps carrying the mage; Ritualists – magic carpet; Technomancers 
– steam jet pack; True Artists – a truly lifting song.
Active effect: soaring and long jumps (use athletics).
Card use: not falling, sudden leaps, levitation.
Boost: during chases with non-flying characters, spend a token to 
declare a finisher after the dice are rolled.

missile

You can perform ranged attacks.
Variants: Wild Talents – rays shooting from eyes; Spiritists – a 
swarm of hungry ghosts; Ritualists – fireball; Technomancers – 
wide range of superguns; True Artists – glass-shattering high C.
Active effect: ranged attacks (use firearms).
Card use: sharpshooting, ranged attacks.
Boost: firearms +3.

supreme braWn

You can perform feats of extraordinary strength.
Variants: Wild Talents – bulging muscles; Spiritists – a controlled 
possession; Ritualists – belt of ursine strength; Technomancers – 
golemic exoskeleton; True Artists – magical tattoos.
Active effect: extraordinary strength (use athletics or brawl).
Card use: breaking doors, bending iron, lifting cars, etc.
Boost: a raise on a brawl attack takes an additional Challenge mar-
ker.

telekinesis

You can manipulate objects without touching them.

Variants: Wild Talents – psychic powers; Spiritists – an invisible 
servant; Ritualists – control wind; Technomancers – patented 
gauntlets of tele-manipulation; True Artists – music that make 
even inanimate objects dance.
Active effect: manipulate items in line of sight (use any skill appro-
priate to the task).
Card use: moving objects without touching them, resistance in 
combat and chases.
Boost: brawl +3 or athletics +3.

vision

You can see the unseen.
Variants: Wild Talents – clairvoyance; Spiritists – astral spies; Ri-
tualists – enchanted mirror; Technomancers – X-ray goggles; True 
Artists – lotus-induced daydreams.
Active effect: you can see through walls, into closed boxes, etc. 
(you can use research and other analytical skills without actually 
seeing the object).
Card use: using the information gained through visions.
Boost: research +3 and spot +3.

advancement
After each game session, the GM awards the heroes with 3-5 ex-
perience points. You can spend the points to enhance your char-
acter:

New attribute level – costs 20 XP.•	
New skill – costs 10 XP.•	
New specialty – costs 10 XP.•	
New edge – see the edge description.•	

Additionally, after each game session choose the most spectacular 
or just the coolest thing your hero performed and add it to your 
Achievements. You can use it to gain a +5 bonus in the specified 
circumstances (  10).

More on character advancement and Achievements can be found 
in the full rule-book.
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NAME

ATTRIBUTES 10+ 9+ 8+ Wounds

BRAWN

AGILITY

WITS

COMPOSURE

CHARISMA

SKILLS
ACADEMICS  Wt 3 6

9

ATHLETICS  Br 3 6
9

BLUFF  Ch 3 6
9

BRAWL  Br 3 6
9

COURAGE  Com 3 6
9

DRIVE  Ag 3 6
9

EMPATHY  Wt 3 6
9

EXPRESSION  Ch 3 6
9

FIREARMS  Ag 3 6
9

INTIMIDATION  Ch 3 6
9

LARCENY  Ag 3 6
9

OCCULT  Wt 3 6
9

PERSUASION  Ch 3 6
9

RESEARCH  Wt 3 6
9

SPOT  Wt 3 6
9

STEALTH  Ag 3 6
9

STREETWISE  Wt 3 6
9

SURVIVAL  Wt 3 6
9

TECHNICS  Wt 3 6
9

 EDGES, GADGETS AND COMPANIONSBase

Current

Higher of  Br and  Ag

10 + 2x CONSTITUTION

10 + 2x CONSTITUTION

10 + 2x REPUTATION

Higher of  Com and  Ch

NATIONALITY ARCHETYPE

RACE

PROFESSION

Test base: unskilled 3, skilled 6, specialty 9
ARCHETYPE:  ; RACE: 1 , ; NATIONALITY; PROFESSION: , , 1 G; ATTRIBUTES:  ,  ,  S; WEALTH: ; 1 ACHIEVEMENT;  XP  E  G.

Once per game session regains W  for:

TRAIT

WEAKNESS

TRAIT

TRAIT

TRAIT

TRAIT

CONSTITUTION

REPUTATION

DEFENSE

ENDURANCE

CONFIDENCE

Write it short: W  spend a token to activate, S  effect lasts one scene, 1  once per game session.

Used



ACHIEVEMENTS
WELL-KNOWN 2K10

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

FAMOUS 3K10

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

LEGENDARY 4K10

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

CARDS

BACKGROUND

TEAM MEMBERS

CARD TN 10 TN 15 TN 20 TN 30 TN 50

2 TO 10 success +3 +3 +3 +3

J, Q, K raise success +4 +4 +4

ACE raise raise success +5 +5

JOKER* raise raise raise success +10

*) Note that Joker always increases the re-roll range by one  
(i.e. You re-roll 9+ instead of 10+ etc.)

ARCHETYPE
♠ spade

♥ heart

♦ diamond

♣ club

WEALTH
Current
WELL-OFF 3
WEALTHY 6
RICH 9
FILTHY RICH 12
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SCARS

Used

Start each session with 3 cards and 6 tokens.

EXPERIENCE POINTS
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COLLECTIBLE 28MM MINIATURES:

AVAILABLE IN MICRO ART STUDIO ON-LINE SHOP:
HTTP://WWW.SHOP.MICROARTSTUDIO.COM/WOLSUNG-MINIATURES-C-61.HTML

http://www.microartstudio.com/
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